


 

 

Trustee Salazar reported that the FAC Charter, the mid-year financial update and the budget preview were 
reviewed. Revenue and expense planning due to the pandemic were also reviewed. The FAC reviewed the State 
economic forecast and the potential corresponding impact to State funding for Mines. Trustee Salazar reported 
that the Mines Park renovation and Beck Venture Center funding plans were reviewed and recommended for full 
Board approval. At its meeting the committee reviewed Mines’ annual debt, noting the ratio and metrics 
improved last year, and there no concerns. The committee reviewed the debt policy and Trustee Salazar reported 
there were no recommended changes. Finally, the committee reviewed Mines Annual Defined Contribution Plan 
and reported 464 participating at a substantial savings to Mines. 
 
Mid-Year Financial update    Ms. Volpi provided a brief overview of the 



 

 

why it is necessary to have a clearly defined strategic plan, one that clearly differentiates Mines, is relevant, and 
demonstrates our value as a top-of-mind university that ensures its students are professionally prepared.  
 
President Johnson provided an overview of the aspirations and essence of the Mines@150 Strategic Plan. He 
reviewed the 



 

 

Ms. Volpi reviewed the continued focus on cost of education, reminding the Board there has been no increase in 
tuition for resident students over the last two years and no increase for non-resident students this year. She 
reported there is more financial aid support for students.  
 
Ms. Volpi provided an overview of 2022 revenue and expense planning. She reported that with State support 
Mines will receive a $3.45 million increase in funding. She reviewed the budgeted enrollment of 1200 with 150 
transfers and reported Mines is expectin



 

 

building and noted that the safety concerns are very different than the Labriola Innovation Hub since it is 



 

 

$5PD&,5IDMD6&(Civil and Environmental Engineering): recommend promotion to Associate Professor with 
tenure  
"Q58&,7GIF56R&(Mechanical Engineering): recommend promotion to Associate Professor with tenure  
NMG5&.5D<R&(Physics): recommend promotion to Associate Professor with tenure  
*>76GD8D&LMGMK58O3&(Chemistry): recommend promotion to Associate Professor with tenure  
EGDID8&*65>D83>7<&
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